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Story
In Thrall of Crystal Meth
Lisa and Lela are best friends and inseparable. But their friendship is much more breakable than both can
imagine. After having a first contact with Crystal Meth the friends drift apart. Lela goes on taking the drug.
She needs the feeling of being high again and again. However, Lisa is able to stop and finds first love. But
how can she enjoy her new luck while Lela is getting worse?
This semi-documentary novel tells in a sensitive way which damage drug abuse can cause.

- Over 440.000 semi-documentary novels by Jana Frey have been sold already
- Important topic: Drug abuse
- A sensitive and true-to-life story as usual by Jana Frey

Jana Frey
Jana Frey was born in 1969. She started writing when she was only five years old. After studying literature,
history and arts she founded a family. Jana Frey has published numerous books for children and young
adults and has been awarded several times. Many of her books have been translated into various
languages. Her literary range covers picture books and novels for early readers as well as novels for YA-
readers. Jana Frey succeeds in combining true background stories with fictitious elements - her nomination
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for the "German Adolescents Literature Award" (Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis) with her title "Downward
Flight" ("Höhenflug abwärts") bears evidence of her talent. In spring 2006 her well-researched and
captivatingly written historic novel "Prügelknabe" attracted the critic's attention. Jana Frey lives in
Wiesbaden with her family.

More titles by this author

I Can’t Feel Myself – Elina’s
Life with Borderline
Personality Disorder

No Going Back A Family for Snowflake

Lost in the Dark - A Girl
Goes Blind

Downward Fall - Marie is
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Reading Pirates Champion,
Never Get Into a Stranger’s

Car!
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I Am the Other
Stories to Grow Up

A Paradise As Cold As Ice

... and 37 more titles by this author.
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